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ABSTRACT 

The sources of the randomness in creep and ahrinkage 
are basically three: (a) random variaCion of macerial 
paramecers; (b) uncertainties of the creep end 
shrinkage models; and (c) influence of the random 
variation of environmental humidity and temperacure. 
The purpose of this paper is to solve the random 
shrinkage stress problem vith all three sources of 
randomness taken into account. The random variables 
in source (a) are considered as correlated, those of 
source (b) as independent random variables, and those 
of source (c) as stochastic processes which can be 
detGrmined by spectral analysis of real humidicy 
records. For the sake of simplicity, all of the 
oyscem equations are assumed to be linear. A 
numerical example is given and a siMplified expression 
for predicting the confidence band of response is 
developed. 
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1 Introduction 

The sources of randomness of creep and shrinkage effeccs in concrece 
struLtures are essentially threefold: (1) the randomness -of material 
'propercies, (2) the uncercainty of the meterial model for creep and 
,shrinkage, and (3) the random fluctuation of the environmental hUlllidity. 
Effective methods to analyze each one of them have been developed before 
(for a review, see Ref. 9). However, a method to analyze the simultaneous 
effect of all three sources of randomness is lacking. Its development is 
the objective of this conference contribution. A detailed presentation vill 
be given in a separate journal article (lOJ. 
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SYSTEM MODEL 

PIFFUSION EOUATION One complicating characteristic of the heat 
conduction and moisture transfer in concrete is their coupling. However, 
couples fluxes can be avoided if the diffusion flux is expr~.sed in terms of 
the pore vapor pressure (Darcy's Law) and the relative vapor pressure, h 
(humidity), in the pores of concrete, which depends on both the specific 
moisture content and temperature. For the sake of simplicity, we consider 
in the present study only humidity fluctuation, but not the temperature 
effect. We also neglect the direct effect of hydration on pore humidity and 
the dependence of diffusivity on h. Thus, we may assume the vuriation of 
humidity inside the2structure to be governed by the linear diffusion 
equation ah/at - C(t)V h, in which h is the relative vapor pressure in the 
pores at concrete, and CIt) is the diffusivity, which strongly depends on 
the age, t, and on h(t). An acceptable approximation is to chose c as 
constant, equal to the mean value of (H) for the general range of humidity 
variation. 

MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION Pore humidity changes cause local free 
(unrestrained) shrinkage strain, 'h(x,t). The shrinkage law as nonlinear 
12), and we describe it in the inc~~mental form I~): 

d, - ",,0 (E(tO)/E(t +, h») Idf (h)/dh)hdt (1) 
s~ s 0 S & 

in which, - material constant and is taken as • in the BP model 13); '" 
is introdu~ed as a random variable reflecting ~e uncertainty of the 
shrinkage law per se; , b is a function of cross aection size taken from BP 
~odel; f (h) is taken aSs{C -h(x,t)-O. In our study the humidity inside 
concretl is conaidered as 1.0, in vhich case, C - 1.0. EqUation (1) i. an 
acceptable approximation within a relatively broad humidity range 0.5 - 1.0. 
The shrinkage atresses are reduced by creep. To take creep into account, 
one may get the elastic solution of the problem first, and then express the 
stresses in an incremental form based on (I), Sub •• quently, according to 
McHenry's analogy 12) the stresses in the presence of creep may be 
calculnted as: o(t)- -I.i(t,t')/E(t')d o(t'), where R(t,t') is the relaxation 
function of concrete .. ., 

Random Haterial Parameters and Hodel Uncertainty In the present study, 
only the uncertainty of the ahrinkage model is considered and that of the 
relaxation function is neglected because statistical data are lacking. To 
simplify the analysis we assume the random material parameters involved in 
our problem to be governed by a joint normal distribution, The material 
parameters in consideration are concrete cylinder strength f~, vater-to
cement ration vic, aggregate-to-cement ratio g/c and cement content c. The 
~ x ~ correlation matrix of the joint probability distribution is given in 
Ref. 8. The model uncertainty is assumed to be governed by an independent 
normal distribution. Another assumption is that the joint normal 
distribution of the material parameters is independent of the random 
variation of environmental humidity. 

INPUT HUMIDITY HODEL 

The environmental humidity is a stochastic process in time. To 
characterize it, ve must analyze climatic records over a rather long period 
of time, and obtain the first- and second-order moments. AS an example, ve 
take the climatic records of Chicago area [6), from which the un~iased 
estimate of sample covariance C and the estimate of spectral density t may 
be 4btained as shown in FEg . la,lb, From this ve find that the 
environmental humidity process is composed of three different parts. The 
first part, H1 , represents the .. ean value of H, characteriZing the stable 
horizontal t~end; the second part, H , is a random phase process 
corresponding to the harmoniC variation o~humidity; and the third part H3 , 
is a random-noise process, which may be simulated by Poisson square-wave 
~pocess. By combining the statistical functions of H2 and H3 , the input 
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humidity model H, its autocorrelation function RH and it spectral density. 
may be written as 

H - H + Hlcos(wlt~ll + A w(t,'), RH(t) - O.5H~coswl' + Var(Anl e-~I'I 
II 2 n n 2 2 

tH(w) - O.SH l .(6(w - wl ) + 6(w - wil + 2~ Var (Anl/(~ + W ) (2) 

where wIt, , J - 1.0, for, > t>, and wet, , ) - 0.0, othervise; n -
1,2, ... N(t)? N(t) is a Po~~lon proce~s with inteRsity ~; 'n is the arrival 
tille of A , and A are assumed to be uniformly distributed random variables. 
The interarrivaf tilles '1' " -, ... are statlstically independent and 
identically distributed exponential ;andom variables with the same parameter 
l. 

The coefficients of the above equations ca~be determined in the 
following way: When, is large enough, R

M
(,) - O.5H I cosw1'l where 

amplitude HI can be deterllined; vhen , - .0, Ru (0) - 0.5Ri + Var (A I, 
where Var fA 1 can be obtained. Froll the peak ~oint of the spectrum Yn Fig. 
Ih, frequencY w can be determined. Furthermore, for w - 0.0, • (0) -
2Var(A III ; thlrefore ~ can be evaluated. With the coefficient~ identified 
in thi~ lIanner, Fig. lla,b) shows the theoretical curves compared vith the 
estimated curves of the climatic sample, 

There is ono point to mention: TI,e period obtained from our humidity 
sample i_ 1 day and no long·time periodiC variation can be found. A 
possible explanation might be that only two-year weather records were 
included in our statistical analysis. That ~ight not be long enough to 
detect long time periods, say 1 year, although such a period exists, as 
other obaervations demonstrated 15), Therefore, it is reasonable to add a 
term with the long period of 1 year. 

4 RESPONSE ANALYSIS 

oj Hethod of So~ - The latin hypercube sampling method is 
especially convenient for random initial value problems, such as th6se of 
random material parameters and mod~l uncertainties, provided thAt every 
sample unit can be kept at equal probabilistic content. A successful 
procedure has been developed to ensure both the uncorrelated and correlated 
normal variables to have the same probabilistic content II). In the prescnt 
case, even though the random phase angle and random noise H are included in 
the sample, the latin hypercube sampling method can still be formulated, 
The probability of one sampling unit will be P - P(fc', wlc, g/c, C) 
P(~)P(~) PIA ) - const in vhich P(fc', wlc, g/~, c) is the joint probability 
of material parameters in a specific sample; P(~) is the probability of 
model uncertainty, P(~) is the probability 0' random phase H2 , PIA ) is the 
probability of noise process H3; PIAn) - PIA )P(O), in vhiih P(O) ~ exp (
~6t) is the probability for no state change during 6t;.P(A ).is the 
probability.for H) holding a certain value H) - A - A ; PIA ) - 6A lIb-a) -
constant, A f6A ; l/(b-a) is the probability dens~ty function for tRe 
unifor .. distribUtion; 6t is a small time interval At which the input value 
is given. The foregoing expression for Pu means that the probability 
content of every sampling unit viiI be the same, which renders the estimates 
of structural response to be more efficient than those obtained by a simple 
sampling Aethod. Although the sampling method seems to be able to solve the 
entire problem by itself, the spectral method will nevertheless be also 
introduced in present study because it can further simplify the calculation, 
especially for a linearly behaving aging structure, such as a concrete 
structure [7), 

We vill nov consider a numerical example of an infinitely long 
cylindrical wall. The external radius of the cylinder b - 21m, the internal 
radius is a - 20m, (that is, the thickness of the wall is 1m). The initial 
humidity inside concrete is 1.0, the mean value of the environmental 
humidity is 0.7. The randoll phase process of I-day period is A1COs(2w{t -
to) + .1, with Al - 0.1, The random phase process of I-year periOd is A365 
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cos(2~/365(t - to) + ~3651, with A3~5 - 0.08 15J; ~1 and ~36~ have uniform 
distributions wl.t.h t.he same densl1:y function, 112,,; to 11 the time t.he 
exposure starts, to - 28 days. For Poisson square-wave process. A i. a 
uniform distribution. the density function is 1/0.24. the intens~y of 
Poisson process is 2.0/day. and sO the interarriva1 time has ~he exponential 
distribution of parameter ~ - 2.0. The distribution parameters for model 
uncertainty are taken from Ref. 8; the mean i. 0.944, the variance i. 
0.0046. fhe mean values of f', w/c, gjc and care 45.2HPa. 0.46, 2.07 and 
450 kg/Ill. and their coefffcients of variation are 0,1. 0.1. 0,1 and 0.1. 
The components of the input humidity will be analyzed one by one and then 
superposed. Only the circumferential stress respons, 0, will be analyzed in 
this study since it gives the largest stress among 0" or and oz' 

b) Response to Input of I-Year Period - The sampling results show that 
the response to an input of I-year period represents the dominant part of 
the response compared with other input processes. Although the sampling 
method can give mean and standard deviation of response. an even simpler 
solution exists. The humidity response of a very thick wall to an input of 
I-year period can simply be approximated by the steady-state response of a 
semi-infinite solid 

-kx H(x,t) - A365 e cos(~365t - kx - ~) (3) 
The thickness of our cylinder wall is about two wavelengths, which is enough 
for E q. 3 t a hal d (w a vel eng t h L - J4"CT - 3 7 . 0 9 c m, K 
2~/L. c - 0.3 Cm /day, T - 365 days), The comparison of the cylinder 
responses and the simplified half-space solution are shown in Fig. lc. Ye 
can see that they agree perfectly. including the periodic characteristics. 
the amplitude attenuation and the progressive phase lag at increasing 
depths. 

Based on the same argument. we further may reasonably assume the 
stresses in the cylinder to have the saloe spatial distributions as the 
humidity. The only difference is the amplitude of the str •• s. A • which 
will be attenuated at a different rate with increasing depth (A isca random 
variable); C 

C - SccoSr"'36S(t - to) - kx -~] (4) 
If x and t are fixed and Ao is one of the realizations of the random 
amplitude. Eq. (4) witl becollle a random phase process. The me.n value is 
zero, the vari.nce 1$ A /2. and the standard deviation is S - A /l!. One 
should remember th.t SC. same as .mplitude A • is not a defeIllli~istic value 
but a r.nd~ vari.bl~; its mean value gnd standard devi.tion are 
~ - E(A I/J2. and S - VarIA 1/)2. On the other hand. the effect of 
mtlerialop.rameters ltd modelcuncertainty on amplitude Ac may be effectively 
taken into account by sampling. 

Fig. Id shows the mean value of the stress distribution over the cros£ 
s~ction. One can see th.t the mean stresses are r.duced as the depth 
increases. The deepest influence region of the random process is about 20 
em. Fig.le shows the envelope of stress amplitude. It may be noticed that 
A .re time dependent .nd reach their peak value at about 10 yearl. After 
tKat Ao declines slowly With the increaae of time as a result of .ging. The 
mean and standard deviation of A have the same time-dependent behavior. By 
fitting chese sampling results. glosed from expressions for the mean and the 
standard deviation of A can be easily obtained. Finally. substituting' -
(t - to) - 9.84 (x -l~. the simplified equation to predict the stress 
confide~e band corresPOndinj to the randolll phase process is 

~ + S _ +[-61 + 491 [0.685 + f ) 
C - C - 1 + 0.31~x 4215 + 0.342,1.22 (5) 

c) Response to an Input of I-Dav Period - The results of analysif 
indicate that the response to an input. of I-day period is very weak (10-
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-I for ~umidity amplitud.s, 10 psi for stress amplitudes) .ven at a v.ry 
shallow depth in concrete (Jcm). This is .ainly b.cauae of the very low 
value of concrete diffusivity. In view of such behavior, one can neglect 
the input of I-day period without lOSing much in accuracy. 

d) Response to Poisson Process - For present probl.m, the response of 
the structure at ti .. e t is the sua of the respons.s to .11 individual square 
waves. i .•. a(t,x) - ~ Yn w(t - • ). n - 1 •...• N(t); her. w(t - • ) is a 
step function called the shape fuRction; w(t - • ) - 1 if t - r > 8 
otherwise w(t - r ) - O. N(t) and. have the s~e meanings asntho~e in Eq. 
(2); Y is the lhcrement of stres'} at depth x due to a square wave. ' The 
mean va~u. p , covariance K and variance Var(ol are 

t ° a 
~ (t) - J EIYlw(t.r)JlrdT - rE(Ylt. 
° 0 

Itl 2 
Kc (t l .t2) - EIY[(t l .r)]Y[w(t2 .r)Jlr dt - rElY lt l • tl < t2 

~ 
Var(c(t)l - Io E(y2[w2(t.r)Jlr dr - rEly2)t 

(6) 

From Eqs. (6). one can see that the problem of stress deviation is 
transform.d into a proble .. of str.ss increment devietion. which can b. 
determin.d from only one structure. Rando. stress incr .... nt Y depends in a 
complex way on many par ... et.rs. Among th.se influ.nce p~ameters. the 
dominant one. are the depth x, and the amplitude and dur.tion of the input 
squaro wav.s. By ke.ping all of the oth.r variables constant a Single 
response curv. arising only frail input H at c.rtain depth x will be 
obtained, Th. meen values .re always zero. ~h. variance is 43.34 .t x - lCII 
and 1.16at x - 5clll. The standard d.viation S d.crea.e rapidly With 
increasing x. Thi. lIeans the noise compon.ntYof humidity .ffects only a 
shallow layer of the wall, up to about 5clI. Th. devi.tion of the initial 
randall variabl •• can ba tak.n into account .a.ily by multiplication with the 
factor (1 + pl. Then the expr.ssion for the .tr •• s confid.nce band is 

~c ! Sa - !(l + P)[-7.58 + 1 !60~i89X) J2(t - to> (7) 
wh.r. p i. the coefficient of v.riation; p - 0.15. a. explained later. As 
can be seen. from Eq. (6). the standard deviation of stress incr ••••• 
steadily with tillle t. Therefore. the devi.tion of the response to randoll 
noise grows rapidly and b.come. the dOllinant part in the total stress 
deviation in a shallow surface layer of concrete. This is the cumulative 
consequonc. of the randoll stress increment d.viation. 

el Response to Initial and Mean Environmental Humidities - Fig.If shows 
the sampling results for the stress response history. Th.y indicate that 
although the mean value and standard deviation are functions of x ant t. 
their coefficient of variation is independent of x and t; p - S /p - 0.15 
at any time and any depth. This is true not only for the the r~sp~nse to 
the mean environmental humidity and the initial humidity in. ide concrete but 
also for any response discussed before. This characteristic h.s been used 
to fit the curves of prediction equ.tions (5) .nd (7). However. p is not 
always. constant; it depends on the statistical properties of the initial 
randall variables because the stress response i •• function of those 
variables. 

According to the principle of superposition and linearity of the 
systell. the response'. of the structure is the SUII of the r •• ponses to the 
initial value of humidity in.ide the concrete. the mean value of 
environment.l humidity. the h.rmonic humidity vari.tions of I-year period, 
and the random-noise-like Poisson square-w.ve proces.. The tot.l width of 
the stress response confidence b.nd is the SUII of Eq. (5). (7) and ~ (1 + 
p), where p is the response to the mean values of the initial randall ° 
variabl.s. fIo.se si .. plified formulae yield the confidenc. band .t any till. 
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and any depth. The calculation is so simple that it can be done by hand. 

S. CONC!.USIONS 

The random environmental humidity can be decomposed into three stochastic 
processes; tWo random phase processes with l·day periods, -and one Poisson 
square·wave process. Due to the very low value of diffusivity of concrete, 
the response for the l·day period is so feeble that it can be neglected. 
The stress response to phase process influences a surface layer about 20CK 
thick the deviation reaches its maximum value at about 20 years and then 
decreases slowly as a result of aging. The stress response to the noise 
component of environmental humidity is a filtered Poisson process; it only 
influences a shallow layer of concrete about 5cm thick, due to the low value 
of diffusivity. The deviation of the stress response is proportional to t, 
and so in this region the stress response develops much scatter as time 
increases. The material parameters and the model uncertainty influence the 
response of the whole structure. At depth over 20cm, the coefficient of 
varlation of stress response is independent of depth and time, and depends 
almost exclusively on the values of material parameters and on model 
uncertainty. Diffusion in an infinitely long cylinder with a thick wall and 
can be approximately analyzed, for a random· phase input of l·year period, as 
a half space. Then, if the stress response to foisson square-wave process 
is modeled as a filtered Poisson process, simplified but satisfactory 
formulae to predict the confidence bond of stress response can be developed. 
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